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Imagine a piece of paper ‘spread then crumpled, each act rendering new spatiotemporal relations’ 
(1). Thus, Elaine Stratford opens her monograph Home, Nature and the Feminine Ideal: Geographies 
of the Interior and of Empire, inviting the reader to follow her in non-linear and non-hierarchical 
fashion along the folds of her argument. Her focus is upon the complex ways that the home, nature 
and the feminine circulated between Australia, the United Kingdom and the United States across the 
long nineteenth century (1789-1914), to further national and imperial agendas. 

Stratford’s main sources are from the periodical press and other texts  disseminated across the 
Anglophone world. Her methodological approach is to ‘collaborate with the archive’, by which she 
means conversing with primary sources and secondary literature throughout the book. Engaging 
with an impressively interdisciplinary body of knowledge, Stratford seems to be as comfortable with 
history as she is with geography, philosophy or literature. Theoretically, the book is situated within 
post-structural or post-modern understandings of the subtle workings of power, with Stratford 
drawing on Michel Foucault to illuminate how  governmental strategies disciplining body, home, 
nation and empire  oriented towards the same end. Women were central to this strategy to extend 
virtue from the private sphere to the public sphere and out to the furthest reaches of empire. 

Arguing that ‘the whole body was… enrolled in the anatomo-politics of individuals and the biopolitics 
of populations’ (44), Stratford commences her analysis in Chapter 1 with a close examination of the 
spatial semiotics of the face, contending, 

‘The pursuit of beauty was considered women’s first duty, since outward appearance was a 
barometer of inner being. As the signifier first read by others, woman’s face and any beauty she 
might cultivate thereon was a promise—of grace, attractiveness, marriage, domestic life, and 
security.’ (25) 

Hence this feminine duty to nurture facial attractiveness was connected, through marriage and 
motherhood, to wider projects to encourage the health of families, nations and empires 

In Chapter 2, Stratford extends her focus from the face to the whole body, demonstrating that 
women (and, to some extent, men) were exhorted to improve their health and fitness. Racial 
degeneration was feared to undermine the strength of nations and empires. Across a range of 
sources separated by time and place, Stratford demonstrates that good health was linked to healthy 
bodies and healthy homes, which were understood as fundamental to the vitality of the race and the 
empire. Women’s cyclically incapacitated bodies accounted for their position as less vital than men, 
with regular doses of fresh air and exercises designed to increase blood circulation considered 
essential to wellbeing.  Social commentators worried about the ‘eternally wounded’ female lest she 
over-expend her limited energy. Such arguments justified female seclusion in the domestic sphere, 
where they could focus upon housekeeping and child rearing (though working-class and non-white 
women were considered less refined and therefore less delicate)..  
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From a focus on the face and body, Stratford radiates outwards to examine dress in Chapter 3. 
During the nineteenth century, middle- and upper-class women displayed their social status through 
ornamented fashion displays, with skirts growing more voluminous, waists tightly corseted and hats 
elaborately adorned. Such displays were effected through spatialised social customs of visiting and 
promenading, and were sustained by networks of imperial capitalism, trade and manufacturing. 
Privileged women followed complicated spatial, social and temporal hierarchies that might 
necessitate changing one’s clothing multiple times per day, supported by systems of servants, 
tailors, and clothing manufacturers. But Stratford reminds us that privileged women were 
themselves caught up in such hierarchies: rendered chattels to their husbands by their ostentatious 
and incapacitating attire. She examines the intersections between racism and patriarchy, and 
considers arguments that women were ‘enslaved’ by impractical dress. Movements to reform 
female dress were based upon progressive-era arguments that women needed a more ‘rational’ or 
more ‘progressive’ fashion, that their health and vitality were impeded by restrictive corsets or 
impractical skirts. Other attacks on fashion came from anti-cruelty campaigners, who abhorred the 
use of furs, skins and feathers to adorn women’s clothing. 

In Chapter 4, Stratford considers populations as a whole, examining the connections between racial 
degeneration, declining birth rates and human evolution  and the physical health and moral virtue of 
populations. Across the long nineteenth century life expectancy increased, women’s fertility 
declined, and infant mortality decreased. Large-scale migration between different parts of empire 
complicated this fertility transition. Commentators worried about the role of environment in racial 
degeneration and whether Britons moving to tropical climes would suffer enervation. Eugenicists 
believed that encouraging breeding between persons of superior moral character, intelligence and 
physical beauty would naturally improve the quality of the British race. Indigenous populations, it 
was assumed, would naturally die out because of their ‘inferior’ racial characteristics. Women were 
central to such debates both as breeders of the race and as moral reformers, with eugenics linked to 
other social reform movements such as temperance and eradicating prostitution. 

The imperative to increase racial purity and health by virtue of their role as mothers again implicates 
women  in Chapter 5. The  long nineteenth century saw theories of scientific motherhood  
developed to explain how women could contribute to healthy populations by receiving education in 
appropriate childrearing techniques. ‘Better mothercraft would produce better children, who would 
produce in their own time a better society with stronger national powers capable of greater 
international and imperial reach’ (160). Some women used the association of the maternal with the 
divine, and with self-sacrifice, to argue for improved access to education and suffrage. Ideas about 
the mother’s duty to maximise the potential of the child were reflected in medical discourses on the 
maternal responsibility to foster the health of the developing foetus and, after birth, nourish the 
growing infant through breastfeeding. 

In Chapter 6, Stratford examines the development of the science of domestic economy, based upon 
a belief that ‘cleanliness was next to godliness’ and that the purity and order of the home affected 
that of the nation. Throughout the nineteenth century the periodical press was full of calls to effect 
sanitary reform in houses and streets, for hygiene was understood to be connected to health and 
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dirt to vice.  In this chapter, Stratford  begins to tie her themes more explicitly together, explaining 
that nature, understood as ‘matter out of place’, needed to be contained and controlled within the 
home setting by the woman, who was assumed to be responsible for domestic cleanliness. As the 
place where  future citizens are raised and shaped, the properly maintained home can be 
understood as a fundamental building block of the nation. 

As reformers were focusing their efforts on the cleanliness and efficiency of the home, they were 
simultaneously concerned with wider issues of public health and housing. Chapter 7 broadens its 
gaze to consider links between efforts to combat disease, immorality and dirt through specific 
attention to issues of drunkenness, prostitution and venereal disease. Reformers, some well-known 
women, sought increased legislative and surveillance powers to reduce the contagion of both moral 
and health threats through urban spaces. 

It takes great skill to weave together and maintain a sense of cohesion within a book that traverses 
more than a century of time, three far-flung countries and the diverse themes of beauty, childhood, 
education, fashion, fertility, fitness, health, housing, menstruation, migration, motherhood, racism, 
sex and more. Stratford displays her scholarly dexterity and sophistication in managing to create a 
compelling central narrative amidst this heterogeneity and complexity. If I had one critique it would 
be that while conducting a masterful analysis of authoritative and elite texts, Stratford less often 
foregrounds the perspectives of the disempowered. The slave, the working poor and the colonial 
subject are rarely offered the chance to talk back to masculinist and racialized imperial power in the 
book. Yet one book cannot encompass every perspective and Stratford strives to acknowledge the 
marginalised as much as her sources allow, such as her discussion of the ways in which the 
fashionable displays of the wealthy were predicated upon the exploitation of servants, tailors, 
factory workers, cotton pickers and more. 

Academics are often exhorted to be ‘interdisciplinary’ these days, though sometimes this term is 
invoked in a rather token fashion. In these pages, Stratford manages to genuinely straddle and 
bridge multiple disciplines. She commences her introduction with a cartographic metaphor, and 
indeed the ensuing pages navigate many disciplinary fields, which she lists as ‘geography, sociology, 
anthropology, legal history, political philosophy, governmentality studies, women’s and gender 
studies, historical cultural studies, postcolonial scholarship and environmental history’ (17). I am 
confident that this book will have broad appeal to scholars and students working across these 
disciplines, and beyond. 
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